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In his 1937 memoir, A Long Way from Home, Jamaican-born poet Claude McKay writes that 

“[o]ur Negro newspapers were morbid, full of details of clashes between colored and white, 

murderous shootings and hangings. Traveling from city to city and unable to gauge the attitude 

and temper of each one . . . [w]e stayed in our quarters all through the dreary ominous nights, for 

we never knew what was going to happen.” To some extent, the scene that McKay depicts in this 

passage is reminiscent of the uncertainty and racial tension of the present day. Seventy-eight 

years later and the pervasive history of socio-racial oppression in the United States remains, most 

evident as images of violence against black bodies continue to cover our social media sites and 

television screens—a reminder of the schisms forged over centuries with the crack of a seldom 

forgotten whip. With a widely publicized Black Lives Matter movement and increased national 

attention once again on issues of race, the discussion of the color divide in a land founded on the 

notions of freedom and equal opportunity now surges, its rhetoric harkening back to the poems 

and spirit of earlier days. This proposed talk will examine the vestiges of works such as Claude 

McKay’s “If We Must Die” and the enduring spirit of the Harlem Renaissance in the political 

critique of the Black Lives Matter Movement today. Through engaging such comparative review, 

we can better understand the ways in which the Black Lives Matter movement participates in a 

larger historical movement for socio-political change and the continued push, as renowned poet 

Langston Hughes expressed best, for America to be America again.  
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